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Disclaimer
This report (Study) has been produced independently by Hawkridge Entertainment Services (HES) on the request of
Create NSW and the City of Sydney. The information, statements, statistics and commentary (together the ‘Information’)
contained in this study have been prepared by HES from publicly available material and from discussions held with
stakeholders. HES does not express an opinion as to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided, the
assumptions made by the parties that provided the information or any conclusions reached by those parties. HES have
based this Report on information received or obtained, on the basis that such information is accurate and, where it is
represented to HES as such, complete. The Information contained in this Report has not been subject to an audit.
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Executive Summary

The Minerva Theatre Feasibility Study was jointly commissioned by the City of Sydney Council and
Create NSW, with the principal aim of investigating whether:
1.
a refurbished Minerva Theatre would be a viable performance space in the Sydney
market; and
2.
there is market interest in reinstating the Minerva as a theatre.
The study indicates that reinstatement of the Minerva as a commercially operated theatre is a viable
proposition.
It is clear that a commercially operated theatre provides a return that can be used to provide a return
on capital costs which may be attractive to an owner/operator. Alternatively, if the theatre was
government owned, a long-term lease to a commercial operator would also be viable, noting that a
capital contribution from government or a private benefactor would increase demand for the lease. The
level of likely contribution would be dependent on the lease term.
This would need to be further tested if there is a desire to progress this matter along with other funding
mechanisms available to Council and the State Government.
Analysis of viability
Market interest in the venue
There is strong interest in leasing and operating the Minerva from venue operators as well as interest
from producers and promoters who wish to utilise the venue to present shows and performances.
Capital cost versus cost to build new
The estimated cost of purchasing the Minerva and the subsequent capital expenditure required to
reinstate a fully functional theatre would be substantially less than the cost of a new 1000 seat theatre,
depending on the level of technical equipment required.
Based on the cost of reinstating the Minerva back to a functioning theatre it is seen as good value
depending on the capacity of the new owner to fund the purchase and meet operating costs.
Financial return
The operation of the theatre by a commercial theatre operator is a feasible option due to the minimal
footprint required, the type and duration of productions that would access the theatre, the typical
returns from food and beverage operations as well as the returns derived from ticket sales.
The expected returns as a commercial theatre provide a solid base on which to explore investment
opportunities from both government and private investors to fund the re-opening of the theatre. These
investment opportunities will include long term leases, capital injections from government and private
benefactors.
Keys Benefits of investment
Night time economy
The Minerva Theatre has the potential to contribute to the revitalisation of the night time economy in
Kings Cross and Sydney which would align with a range of current policies from the City of Sydney, the
state government and various industry groups.
Heritage
Reinstating the Minerva Theatre provides the opportunity to renew a building in a way which is
sympathetic to its heritage value.
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Operational venue in Sydney
The Minerva Theatre would add to the supply of commercial theatres in Sydney providing an additional
option for producers and promoters to present shows. This may create a venue that can potentially give
opportunities for the transfer of successful shows from smaller venues as well as give options for
producers to expand the diversity of shows that are presented.
Key Issues
The major issue was to ascertain whether the building could house a suitable number of seats, recreate
Back of House (BOH) facilities and Front of House (FOH) areas for the theatre to successfully operate
and offer a viable proposition for promoters, producers and hirers. Analysis of the building footprint as
well as the options exploration undertaken by Scott Carver architects, showed that there was sufficient
space to be able to house 1,000 patrons which was the minimum number of seats producers believed
the theatre needed to be for them to feel confident to be able to utilise the venue.
Whilst the FOH and BOH areas were small, there were enough options available to be able to provide
sufficient spaces that were suitable for the size of productions expected.
Other key risks include the operational impact on local area, the accuracy of financial projections,
planning issues, unknown structural defects, increases in capital refurbishment cost, accessing
commercial product, venue limitations and the ability to purchase the venue.

This report was prepared by:
Tim Long, Managing Director (Hawkridge Entertainment Services)
Nick Tobin, Managing Director (Networked Urban Solutions)
Assistance was also provided by the following:
Angela Biddle, Scott Carver (Architects)
Ornella Bucceri, Scott Carver (Architects)
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Due Diligence & market consultation
Review of current theatre market

The current cultural landscape in Sydney has a range of venues offering a broad array of opportunities
for the presentation of cultural product. However, significant under investment in cultural infrastructure
over the past 10-20 years has seen many existing venues unable to match the needs of the public and
presenters.
In particular, it has been well established through a range of reports that Sydney requires an additional
lyric theatre of a size between 1,400 and 2,000 seats. They include:
• Viability for the need of a 2,000 seat lyric theatre – Macellar and Beard (1983);
• Save our stages – Report into the need for lyric theatres in Sydney – commissioned by Actors
Equity, Elizabethan Theatre Trust (1985);
• Venues audit report – City of Sydney (1997);
• Planning Sydney’s Cultural Facilities – Sweet Reason Pty Ltd (2011).
To alleviate this, a range of activity has been undertaken by Create NSW and Infrastructure NSW to
develop key strategies and plans to ensure the ongoing vibrancy of the cultural sector in NSW. The
development of Infrastructure NSW’s Cultural Infrastructure Strategy 2016 outlined the key areas
requiring investment and a framework with which to successfully deliver the proposed outcomes.
The strategy also outlined a specific gap in the ability of the existing cultural infrastructure to be
competitive in the provision of the delivery of long run musicals. Additionally, the strategy outlined that
the benefits to Sydney of a first run musical production were $20 million in direct visitor expenditure.
This figure was confirmed by the recent run of “Come from Away” in Melbourne which ran for 9 months
and was estimated to have injected between $25m and $30m into the Victorian economy.
Major venues in Sydney
Concert Halls
• Sydney Opera House Concert Hall.
• City Recital Hall.
Contemporary music venues
• State Theatre.
• Enmore theatre.
• Horden Pavilion.
Lyric theatres
• Sydney Opera House Opera Theatre.
• Capitol Theatre.
• Sydney Lyric Theatre.
• Sydney Coliseum Theatre.
• Theatre Royal (currently being refurbished).
Drama and dance theatres
• Sydney Theatre.
• York Theatre (Seymour Centre).
• NIDA.
• Carriageworks.
Arena/Large entertainment venues
• ICC Sydney Theatre.
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Major Theatres within the Central Business District
Sydney Opera House – Opera Theatre
The Joan Sutherland Theatre at the Sydney Opera House has seating for more than 1500 patrons. It is a
proscenium arch theatre with an orchestra pit accommodating up to 70 musicians. The venue is
primarily the home to year-round performances from the two resident companies, Opera Australia and
The Australian Ballet. The venue also occasionally presents talks, comedy and contemporary music. The
booking schedule of the two resident companies means that there is little opportunity for commercial
theatre producers to use the venue.
Image 1. Joan Sutherland Theatre at the Sydney Opera House

Capitol Theatre
The Capitol Theatre is a proscenium arch theatre built on two levels with a total audience capacity of
2094. It has an Orchestra pit with configurations for 30, 76 or 110 musicians. The theatre is used for
large scale musicals, concerts, opera and ballet. The venue is managed by Foundation Theatres who also
manage the Sydney Lyric Theatre. The venue is utilised highly for long run musicals and is generally
booked for two to three years in advance.
Image 2. Capitol Theatre
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Sydney Lyric Theatre
The Sydney Lyric Theatre is a proscenium arch theatre built on three levels with a total audience capacity
of 1997, with variable capacity available at 1700, 1538 and 1384 seats. It has an Orchestra pit with
configurations for 20 or 80 musicians. The theatre is used for large scale musicals, theatre productions,
concerts, opera, ballet and corporate events. The venue is managed by Foundation Theatres who also
manage the Capitol Theatre. The venue is utilised highly as a theatre for theatrical and musical theatre
productions and is generally booked for two to three years in advance.
Image 3. Sydney Lyric Theatre

Theatre Royal
The Theatre Royal is a proscenium arch theatre built on two levels with a capacity of 1,183. The theatre
is part of the MLC Centre. The theatre was managed by the Ambassador Theatre Group until its closure
in 2016. Previously the theatre hosted musicals, theatrical productions, concerts, ballet and corporate
events. Following intervention from the NSW government, the venue is currently undertaking a
refurbishment and is expected to re-open in 2021 under the management of Trafalgar Entertainment.
Image 4. Theatre Royal
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State Theatre
The State Theatre is a heritage listed theatre built on two levels with a capacity of 2,034. The theatre is
owned and managed by the Australian listed company Event Hospitality and Entertainment who also
own the brands Rydges Hotels and Resorts, Event Cinemas and Greater Union Cinemas amongst others.
The theatre hosts live music concerts, comedy, ballet, spoken events and corporate events. Bookings
tend to be allocated to one-off shows of a limited run, concerts of 1 or 2 performances or hired for
festivals such as the Sydney Film Festival and the Sydney Writers Festival.
Image 5. State Theatre

Demand for an additional theatre of this size and function

The sought after theatres in Sydney are extremely busy with bookings many years in advance. These
include the Capital Theatre, the Sydney Lyric Theatre and the SOH. The re-establishment of the Theatre
Royal will provide an additional opportunity for producers to present shows however this is effectively
restoring the status quo. There are limited opportunities for producers to be able to present shows
outside the current venues. In addition, there are limited locations for producers and presenters to remount successful shows (either smaller shows that have been successful and want to run at a larger
venue or those wanting to extend or repeat a season) or produce newer and potentially original or
untested works.
Sydney and NSW more broadly, have long been the central focus for the cultural sector in Australia. A
high number of the Major Performing Arts organisations are located in Sydney including:
• Australian Opera;
• Australian Brandenburg Orchestra;
• Bangarra Dance Theatre;
• Bell Shakespeare Company;
• Company B;
• Musica Viva;
• Sydney Dance Company; and
• Sydney Symphony Orchestra.
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Comparison of Theatres in Sydney and Melbourne
Melbourne has a number of commercial venues and state owned/managed venues that cater for a wide
range of performances including musical theatre.
Table 1. Comparison of theatre venues above 1,000 capacity in Sydney & Melbourne

Melbourne
Venue
Regent Theatre

Sydney
Capacity
(1,573 - 2,262)

Venue

Capacity

Capitol Theatre

2,050

Victorian Arts Centre Trust - State
Theatre
Her Majesty's Theatre

2,085

Star City - Lyric Theatre

2,000

1,700

1,100

Princess Theatre

1,488

Theatre Royal (currently being
refurbished)
State Theatre

Forum Theatre

1,320

Sydney Opera House – Joan
Sutherland Theatre

1,507

Comedy Theatre

2,000

997

Stakeholder engagement
Hawkridge Entertainment Services spoke with a number of promoters, producers and venue operators
regarding a commercial theatre as well as a state government operated theatre and their key issues are
summarised below.
Capacity
Commercial theatre producers outlined that a venue less than 1,000-seats would be hard to make work
from a financial perspective. Specific reasons given included:
• The cost to mount or re-mount a production can be very high and could be in the range of $3m
to $6m depending on the size of the production;
• The venue hire cost;
• The cost of delivering a production (weekly wage costs);
• The price of tickets and what patrons are willing to pay particularly post COVID-19.
Management
Commercial producers and venue operators outlined that whatever the operational model, venue
management would need to take a pro-active approach to the acquisition of product. There is the
potential for short to medium run musicals (6 weeks to 3 months) to play at the theatre, however
management would also need to access shows and productions from elsewhere. Examples given were
shows that initially played smaller venues such as Hayes Theatre, Belvoir St Theatre or the SOH
Playhouse that were successful and may be able to transfer to the Minerva which had a larger capacity
or availability.
Economic impact
All stakeholders discussed the additional benefits that venues bring to the local area as well as the
significant broader economic impacts that medium and large-scale productions can contribute.
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Current market
The limited number of theatres in Sydney has been a talking point and area of frustration for producers
for a long time. One of the outcomes of this is that generally larger and established musicals are able to
access the larger playhouses (Capitol Theatre and Sydney Lyric Theatre) however newer musicals are
not often given the opportunity to establish themselves in this setting. Stakeholders felt that in
conjunction with the refurbishment of the Theatre Royal, a refurbished Minerva Theatre would give
additional opportunities to present a more diverse range of product. This included presenting more
opportunities to develop productions without having to compete for space and time with large theatres
who can choose the product that is presented.
In addition, prior to COVID-19 many of the large theatres on Broadway and to a lesser extent in the
West End, had long running seasons of musicals. The effect this had was that many new shows were
unable to access the larger theatres for many years to come and so were either adapting their
productions to suit smaller theatres or producing specific shows for smaller theatres.
The restoration and growth of venues in other states has meant that there is the potential for a touring
circuit of this size of venue. The 1,467 Her Majesty’s Theatre in Adelaide and the new 1,500 seat theatre
at the Playhouse Green in Brisbane may offer opportunities for a broader touring circuit.
Producers were positive about the possibility of the Minerva Theatre being available and its potential
to house productions. Venue operators were interested in the opportunity to manage the theatre
however were conscious of the capital cost of refurbishing a theatre.
State owned venues such as the Sydney Opera House as well as arts organisation managed such as the
Ros Packer Theatre were often unavailable to commercial producers given the amount of time which is
allocated to resident companies.
All stakeholders advised that any revitalisation of the Minerva Theatre will not alleviate the existing
requirement for a 1,500 to 2,000 seat theatre in Sydney.
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Analysis of site condition & constraints
The Minerva Theatre is located at 28-30 Orwell Street, Potts Point and is on a 1,294 m² parcel of land.
The theatre was constructed in 1939 and is an example of the Art Deco Streamline Moderne style of
building.
The theatre, which was designed by a group of architects including Charles Dellit, opened in 1939. The
theatre was sold in 1948 to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) and subsequently opened as a movie theatre
on 30 April 1950 with a grand gala opening of the first release MGM film, “The Forsyte Saga”. The Metro
reverted back to live theatre in 1969 when MGM issued a license to Harry M Miller to stage the
Australian premiere of the musical ‘Hair’. Following declining patronage, the Minerva closed in 1976.
The Minerva was then converted into the Metro Food Fair which opened in 1981, however this venture
was unsuccessful. In 1982, the building became the offices for the production company Kennedy Miller
(Director George Miller and producer Byron Kennedy) who used the studio for 35 years for the
production of film and television and it remained this way until 2018 when it was purchased by the
Abacus Property Group.
Internal
Given the current internal building is fitted-out as an office there are some limitations to the analysis
that can occur. The internal venue however is in excellent condition and maintains a number of
theatrical features including the front entrance, the stairs and elements of the stage including the
proscenium and the fly lines.
Front of House (FOH)
Front of house operations provide the catalyst to ensure the enjoyment and safe management of
patrons attending events at the venue. This includes the bar operations, hospitality services and
ushering, box office as well as the provision of amenities for patrons. To be successful, a venue must
provide enough space for these activities to occur seamlessly. Changes to building provisions over the
years have seen a growth in the requirements for foyer space which are easily attained for new buildings
and in many cases exceeded.
This is unlikely to be the case for the Minerva Theatre given its age and footprint. The area that is able
to be allocated to the FOH activities in the Minerva Theatre is small and will need effective design to
ensure that patrons are able to access amenities efficiently whilst ensuring that there are sufficient
opportunities for the maximisation of food and beverage revenues. A detailed design of the reinstated
theatre will assist to examine and improve the functionality of the FOH space.
Stage
The stage size is approximately 94 m² (9.4m Deep x 10m Width) measured from the rear of the stage to
the setting line and the width of the proscenium opening. There is an additional 7.4m on the Prompt
side wings and 4.5m on the Opposite Prompt (OP) side wings. At the front of the stage is a further 6.2m
at stage level however it is not believed that this was part of the original stage. It is believed that this
was the location of an orchestra pit.
At 94 m², the stage is considered small and may restrict the diversity of shows that would be able to
perform on it, particularly musical theatre. However, the Comedy Theatre in Melbourne has a similar
size stage and seating and has been successful in presenting a broad range of product most recently
having a 9 month run of “Come from Away”.

Table 2 on the following page shows the size of the stage at various theatre in Sydney as well as the
Comedy Theatre in Melbourne.
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Table 2. Stage size comparison

VENUE

STAGE SIZE

Current Minerva
Theatre Royal
Opera Theatre (SOH)
Drama Theatre (SOH
Capitol Theatre

94 m²
(9.4m x 10m)
216m²
154m²
200m²
225m²

Sydney Lyric Theatre
State Theatre
NIDA
STC at Walsh Bay
Comedy
Theatre,
Melbourne

225m²
107m²
83m²
180m²
106m²
(11.2 x 9.5m)

SETTING LINE
TO APRON
6.2m

PS
WINGS
7.4m

OP
WINGS
4.5m

REAR
STAGE
Nil

2m
2m
0.2m-3.4m
(extension)
1.5m
4.8m
0.8 – 3.8m
1m
1.5m

3m
4m
7.2m

3m
4m
14m

7.6m
Nil
Nil

16.9m
4.3m
7m
2.5m
4m

5.2m
Nil
7m
3m
4m

15m
2.1m
14m
x-over only
0.5m

Back of House (BOH)
The Back of House (BOH) area is required to support management, technical crew, front of house staff,
performers and musicians with their work. The BOH supports the activities presented on stage and
needs to be planned and designed taking into account all necessary material handling, OH&S, and
circulation requirements so that the process of loading and unloading of production equipment,
instruments, the assembly and the management of productions and events is undertaken in an efficient
and safe manner.
Dressing rooms, toilets, showers, musician rooms, green room, stage door, and pre-entry assembly
areas are commonly provided for all performing arts disciplines. The anticipated size of the most likely
cast is a key factor in determining the potential requirements for the Minerva Theatre, as well as its
composition by sex and by artistic discipline. Numerous facilities for performers are required and
contemporary design also includes other dressing areas such as specific dressing rooms for children. In
addition, the needs of musicians and actors differ and respective facilities are often separate. There is
also the need to recognize the “billing” of performers (prima, star, soloist, lead) and provide appropriate
dressing rooms.
The current footprint of the Minerva Theatre has a number of levels where these provisions may be
able to be serviced. A detailed design of the reinstated theatre will assist to examine and improve the
functionality of the BOH space.
Seating
Information regarding the theatre in previous iterations outlined that there were approximately 1,022
seats in the auditorium, with 617 in the stalls and 405 in the dress circle.
on the following page shows the original plans of the theatre.
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Image 6. Seating plan of stalls

In addition, the seating plan from the more recent productions in the early 1970’s shows three levels of
seating; 605 seats in the stalls, 168 seats in a Mezzanine level and 252 seats in the dress circle for a total
of 1,039 seats in the venue. Image 6 on the following page shows the stalls and Image 8 shows the
mezzanine and dress circle.
Image 7. Original plan of the stalls

Image 7. Seating plan of mezzanine & dress circle

Given that the seats no longer remain in the venue, an exercise was undertaken by Scott Carver
Architects to estimate the various possible seating options that may be able to be configured for the
Minerva Theatre. Scott Carver produced a range of options to test the size of the internal space within
the theatre and they were able to show a possible scenario of just over 1000 seats.
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Parking/Transportation
There is no parking available on the site however there is street parking available throughout Potts
Point. In addition, within five minutes’ walk there are a number of parking stations including Secure
Parking – Kings Cross Car Park and the Bayswater Parking Station.
The theatre is located close to Kings Cross train station and has a number of bus routes that service the
city and eastern suburbs.
Theatre Comparison
Comedy Theatre, Melbourne
The Comedy Theatre in Melbourne is an example of a theatre that is similar in capacity (1,000) and stage
size (106 m²) to the Minerva Theatre and operates as a commercial theatre in conjunction with other
larger theatres. The venue is owned and operated by the Marriner Group who also manage the Princess
Theatre, the Regent Theatre, the Forum and the Plaza Ballroom.
The following is a list of the shows that were at the Comedy Theatre in Melbourne over the past five
years:
2015: The Rocky Horror Show
2016: Dawn French (Thirty Million Minutes), Little Shop of Horrors, Fawlty Towers, The Beast
2017: The Play That Goes Wrong, Alan Cumming Sings Sappy Songs, Blame it On Bianca Del Rio, 1984
2018: American Idiot, Madiba the Musical
2019: Calamity Jane, 33 Variations, Barnum, Come from Away
In addition to medium run musicals, the Comedy Theatre also has comedy, traditional theatre
productions, contemporary dance and physical theatre. The theatre is well utilised and benefits from its
inclusion in the overall offer that the Marriner Group venues provide. The Comedy Theatre was
classified by the Victorian Heritage Register in 2011.
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Analysis of precinct issues/benefits

Cities throughout Australia are increasingly actively competing with each other to attract investment,
people, businesses and company headquarters, as well as for sporting and cultural events. Cultural and
community vibrancy is recognised as central to a city’s liveability and therefore it is key to ensure the
ongoing flow of cultural product through the development of appropriate cultural infrastructure.
The 2014 Anti lockout laws have had a significant impact on the Kings Cross and Potts Point areas
particularly at night with a considerable reduction in the number of patrons in the King Cross area. A
2017 NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR) report noted that falls in foot traffic to the
area were up to 80%. The report into Sydney’s night time economy by the Joint Select Committee on
Sydney’s Night Time Economy in September 2019 indicated that there had been a drop of between 70%
to 80% in foot traffic into Kings Cross.
Gentrification
There has been a range of commentary and discussion on the gentrification of Kings Cross over the past
five to ten years. Certain aspects of the night time activity in Kings Cross that were closely aligned with
its reputation have anecdotally caused the area to be more attractive to live in since the closure of many
bars and clubs. The increase in residential development and the areas desirability has seen property
prices rise more than 25%.
Further development will potentially bring younger residents with higher incomes into the area who
may be looking for and willing to pay for access to theatre-based activities.
Demographic change
The 2019 Estimated Resident Population for Kings Cross is 4,948, with a population density of 298.26
persons per hectare. Given its adjacency to Sydney’s CBD, the area is within close proximity of a number
of suburbs including Woolloomooloo, Potts Point, Elizabeth Bay and Rushcutters Bay. In the immediate
area around the Minerva up to 70% of residents rent their property. Between 2011 and 2016 the
percentage of residents with university qualifications increased from 35.9% to 42.9%. Further, the
median household income increased from $1,375 in 2011 to $1,669 in 2016.
In May 2020, the City of Sydney Council resolved to approve a cash sponsorship to the Committee for
of $40,000 to develop the Night-Time Precinct Vision for Kings Cross Project.
Economic Impact
Theatres and live performance venues have generally shown to have a positive economic impact on
their surroundings. Numerous studies have outlined the positive economic effects that these venues
can have on the local area, the wider neighbourhood and the state. These effects include the direct and
indirect effects of spending, the effects of investment in arts and cultural infrastructure and the effects
on employment. A number of relevant examples are briefly highlighted below.
SGS Economics (2103) found that each dollar in gross regional product generated by the music and
performing arts sector results in an uplift in total value-added by all industries by a factor of 3.10.
Similarly, each dollar in gross regional product generated by the creative sector results in an uplift in
total value-added by all industries by a factor of 2.92.
Ernst & Young (2011) found that the venue-based live music industry in Australia generated revenues of
$1.21 billion during 09/10 financial year. Of these results NSW had an industry output of $388.3 million,
an industry value-add of $210.2m with an unorthodox income multiplier of 0.54 and a FTE employment
of 4,794.
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The economic effect of theatre production is widespread and goes well beyond the performers on the
stage. Image 8 shows the wide impact of the delivery of a production or performance.
Image 8. The economic effect of theatre
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Whiting (2014) provided a valuation of the economic, social and cultural contribution to the Australian
community of the Australian Live Music Industries. The total expenditure used to determine the demand
was $1.7 billion and it was estimated that the increased output on the NSW economy due to this
expenditure was $3.5 billion. For every dollar spent on live music in Australia, $3.00 worth of benefits
are returned to the wider Australian community.
Muller and Carter (2016), undertook a survey of residents in the City of Sydney LGA and concluded that
based on live music ticket sales of $24.48m, the direct spend on live music in 2016 in Sydney to be
$92.86m.
Elkins et al (2016) concluded that “every $1 of spending on City of Melbourne arts activities generated
approximately 70 cents of new economic activity to benefit the local community”. Economic modelling
by KPMG (2013) found that in 2010/11 every $1 that was invested into arts and cultural funding by
government contributed a total of $0.56 in value-add to the Victorian economy.
Research by KPMG (2018) found that in 2016/17 the arts, screen and cultural sectors contribute around
$8.7 billion in direct value-add to the NSW economy which was approximately 3% of GSP. Music,
Performing and Visual Arts contribute approximately $1,467m in total output and a further $757m in
value add. The analysis indicated that for every $1 invested in the arts and culture sector by the state,
a further $0.67 was value-added. In addition, the overall impact of $1 expended on value-added arts,
screen and cultural activities resulted in a total return of $1.88 in NSW value-add”.
The Centre for Economics and Business Research (2013) identified a number of ways in which public
investment in the arts and culture can drive improvements in the quality of their local environment as
well as the standard of life that can enjoyed by local communities. In addition to the established services
such as restaurants, hotels, bars, cafés and retailers, Table 3 lists some of the opportunities that
investment in the arts and culture can provide in a local area.
Table 3.Regeneration effects of investment in the arts and culture
ECONOMIC OUTCOMES
SOCIAL OUTCOMES
Employment
Inward Investment
Attracting a skilled workforce
Property values
Visitor and resident spending

Increased social capital
Change in perception of area
Volunteering
Residents’ confidence
Community cohesion
Educational achievement
Improved health and wellbeing
Crime reduction

ENVIRONMENTAL
OUTCOMES
Re-use of redundant buildings
Increased sense of public safety
Reduced vandalism
Pride in place

Source: The contribution of the arts and culture to the national economy

Key Risks
Table 4 on the following page outlines the key risks including the risk, its impact, likelihood, consequence
and rating as well as the required steps to mitigate the risk.
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Table 4. Key risks

Consequence

Rating

Possible

High

Moderate

Early and regular
engagement with the local
community and business.

Management
and
Operations

Financial
Projections

Possible

High

Moderate

The selection of product, an
industry tested financial
model and early engagement
with producers will lower the
risk.

Construction

Planning

The delivery of shows
involves inherent risk. The
venue operators may be
required to take a level of
entrepreneurial risk on
shows and/or potentially
purchase outright a
number of shows to have
product in the venue.
The variability of audience
attendance means that
any financial projections
can vary appreciably to
actual results.
Delays in construction
and/or community
acceptance.

Possible

Medium

Moderate

Good project management
and sound community
engagement.

Construction

Structural
defects

Latent defects within the
building that add
significantly to the capital
cost.

Possible

High

Moderate

As part of any purchase in a
due diligence period a
building condition report
should be undertaken.

Management
and
Operations

Accessing
Commercial
Product

Product acquisition is
competitive and requires
active management.

Likely

High

High

Appropriate professional
management of venue.

Business Risk

Venue
limitations

The size of the stage and
BOH areas are smaller
than other venues.

Likely

Low

Low

Expertise should be engaged
to manage the venue and the
selection of appropriate
product.

Construction

Increase in
capital
refurbishment
cost

The costs required to
refurbish the building are
higher than expected or
additional work is
required.

Likely

High

Moderate

Appropriate project
management, cost planning
and value engineering.
Engagement of contractors
with suitable experience.

Business Risk

Sale of venue

The owners willingness to
sell and price required.

Moderate

High

High

Engage commercial expertise
to undertake negotiations
with owner.

Impact

Mitigation

Likelihood

The impact of operations
on the local community

Risk
Operational
impact on
local area

Category
Business Risk
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